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New Raceway System for Telephone Wiring
Meets High Capacity Demands of Tomorrow's Office Buildings

Most office phones today carry multiple lines, hold buttons and lights. They are wired with a 25-pair cable that is about half an inch in diameter. Many new offices are installing the new Call Director or Commander phones served by 75 or 100-pair cables up to 3/4-inch in diameter. These systems need big ducts.

The Flexicore-Flexiflor system shown above offers extreme high capacity through the use of channel slabs, trench header ducts and large cells in the slab. This telephone distribution system is designed to handle 82 100-pair plus 137 25-pair cables, or the equivalent in other sizes. The cables feed from the panel through the channel slab, transversely through the 24-inch trench header duct, then down into the cells of the Flexicore slabs. Wiring can run in either direction to telephone floor outlets located at any point along the cells. Every second cell is assigned to telephone, providing lines of availability only 16 inches apart.

Electrical distribution is handled through the high capacity trench header duct system shown. Many variations of both systems are possible, using Underwriters' approved Flexicore floor decks and Flexiflor electrical fittings. Cost is low because most of the ductwork is a part of the structural floor.

For more information, catalogs, parts list or technical assistance write or phone:

FLEXICORE DECKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell Area (sq. in.)</th>
<th>FLEXICORE DECKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4&quot;</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5&quot;</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6&quot;</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8&quot;</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10&quot;</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FLEXIFLOR TRENCH HEADER DUCTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9 x 1&quot;</td>
<td>36 x 2&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Minimum 9 x 1" (Area 8 sq. in.)
Maximum 36 x 2" (Area 76 sq. in.)

Standard Heights: 1½", 2", 2½" (Each Height Adjustable)

Widths: 9", 12", 18", 24", 27", 36"
EVERY BLACKTOP SHOULD HAVE:

PROTECTS • PRESERVES • BEAUTIFIES

NEW and ECONOMICAL SOLAC sealer gives protection against deterioration from sun, rain, gasoline, oils and acids. Adds years of life to any asphalt pavement.

EASY and CONVENIENT to apply on large or small blacktop areas. Spreads smoothly and evenly. Dries quickly. Non-flammable.

Factory parking lots • Airports • Home driveways and walkways • Playgrounds
• School parking areas and walks • Tennis courts • Gas stations • Motels • Shopping Centers • Restaurants • Drive-ins.

MID-STATE MATERIALS CO., INC.
5209 Wilson Road, Chattanooga, Tenn. 37410 (615) 821-7531
BOXLEY QUARRIES
CRUSHED LIMESTONE & CRUSHED GRANITE
for
ROAD BUILDING — RAILROAD BALLAST — CONCRETE — FURNACE FLUX
FILTER STONE — AGSTONE — LIMESTONE SAND

W. W. BOXLEY & COMPANY
711 Boxley Building
Roanoke, Va.

SEVEN PLANTS LOCATED ON N. & W. AND A. C. L. RAILROADS
Roanoke, Va.

We Salute the Virginia Department of Highways for
Continuing, in the Finest Virginia Tradition a
Program of Construction and Improvement to Make the
Highways of the Commonwealth Among the Nation’s Finest.

SAM FINLEY, INC.
Contractors
All Types of Asphalt Paving
Virginia State Registration No. 896
ROANOKE, VIRGINIA
ATLANTA, GEORGIA
“The Patrimony of the Soul”

IN A RECENT ESSAY on “Is God Dead” in Time Magazine, one of their oracular pronouncements stated: “Protestant faith now means not intellectual acceptance of an ancient confession, but open commitment—perhaps best symbolized in the U. S. by the civil rights movement—to eradicating the evil and inequality that beset the world.” The italics were not in Time.

In the same issue of the magazine, a story on education stated that of the 39,000 students at the University of Wisconsin and the 42,000 students at the University of Minnesota, not one Negro belongs to a fraternity, except for an all-Negro fraternity formed at Minnesota. Yet, the religious story claimed that in the “new Christianity, the watchword is witness.” (Not Time’s italics.)

Here we are confronted with a situation in which as “witnesses” to the Christian commitment to eradicate evil and inequality, symbolized by the civil rights movements, 81,000 students in enlightened universities subscribe to the perpetuation of social discrimination against the Negro. As “witnesses” of the new Christianity, these decidedly Northern students would seem a reasonable representation of the nature of the commitment generally made to the eradication of evil and inequality, as symbolized by the civil rights movement. That is, lip service is given to the support of legal and other measures (such as withholding federal money from schools, hospitals, colleges and similar institutions) designed to change the laws and customs in another land—the South.

As part of the approbation of this attitude, editorial and presidential adumbrations made latter-day “martyrs” of the activists who sought sainthood by defying rednecks in Alabama and Mississippi. However, the drift of the contemporary martyrs from redneck-baiting to protests of the government’s Viet Nam policy, with defiance of the nation’s draft laws, has tended to make even the activists somewhat dubious “witnesses” of the movement that symbolizes the new Christianity. Also, the growing habit of assorted groups to stage mob-scenes in non-Southern regions has tended to remove the holy aura from “demonstrations” that were so fashionable, in the South, only a little more than one year ago.

While Time Magazine is scarely an organ of the intelligentsia, its intellectual level approximates that of the Administration spokesmen and its “commitments” are made to the same gurgling generalities, full of high-sounding utterances and fine phrases supposedly expressing some profound moral imperative. Since the Administration—not aspiring to “speak with the voice of angels”—speaks with the voice of Consensus, then middlebrow Time (whose business office obviously keeps the pulse of its audience) is addressing itself to a receptive Consensus in the nation. Totally aside from the practical aspects of the civil rights movement as directed at the South, the appalling element about Time’s definition of the new Christianity is that the Consensus presumably accepts this definition as an accurate, informed and intelligent observation on their own commitment to the eradication of the evil and inequality that beset—not only America—but “the world.”

The nature of any “open commitment” is, by (Continued on page 36)
HIGHWAYS

Lifelines For the Old Dominion

By
Albert W. Coates, Jr.
Public Information Officer
Virginia Department of Highways

FIFTH GRADE PUPIL in Prince William county and the Governor of Virginia in Richmond have said some pretty important things recently about the state's highways.

Governor Godwin called them "Virginia's lifelines."

And the pupil said in a letter to the State Highway Department that his class was studying Virginia and how it grows. This clearly meant that he needed some information about roads, he said.

The Commonwealth does, indeed, grow along the routes of its roads, as pointed up by the commercial, industrial and residential development already beginning to occur along the new interstate highways. Some engineers foresee virtually every interstate interchange becoming a bustling little business community in the years ahead. They're probably not far wrong.

This relationship of good roads to economic prosperity has never been plainer. And never has so much been done to assure the development and improvement of the state's highway system, which now totals some 50,000 miles.

For the economic opportunities it will provide, for the convenience of motorists and —more important than anything—for traffic safety, the state has embarked on a road program of unprecedented proportions.

During these warm days of summer, ripe for construction projects, motorists can't drive far without spotting the dramatic proof. From border to border, huge grading and paving machines are rumbling along paths that will assure safer, smoother travel in the months and years ahead.

Altogether, highway construction costing more than $300 million is under way—the bulk of it in building the important interstate and arterial highways. The older secondary roads are also being improved. So are many city traffic-ways.

Governor Godwin spoke of the importance of this in his initial address to the General Assembly at mid-day last January 17. Just two days earlier, he had been inaugurated on the south steps of the Capitol. Now, inside, legislators gathered in the hushed chambers of the House of Delegates and private citizens overflowed into the corridors to hear him.

The Governor spoke of the sales tax, and of the importance of strengthening the state's educational programs. And then he spoke of highways.

"Before this body," he began, "I need not detail the necessity of highways generally. They are Virginia's lifelines. No city, county, town or magisterial district can exist without them. In their absence or inadequacy, our industrial plants, our community colleges, our farms and our suburbs are endangered."

The Governor went on to pinpoint much of the problem confronting those who plan and construct Virginia's roads:

"Traditionally, we have built and improved highways in accordance with the gradual shifting and expansion of our population and the commerce it generates, but this process is no longer gradual."

"The interstate system has been a heavy drain on resources we had planned for other uses. It has put new pressure behind the arterial system and feeder roads to fully distribute its potential."

"Urban growth has generated a host of its own peculiar needs. Where interurban traffic must span our rivers, we have had to resort to the inconvenient expedients of toll bridges and tunnels."

"Our people have become accustomed to the speed and
the comfort of the limited access highway, the throughway and the bypass, with their far higher costs of construction."

It was clear, the Governor said in that January speech that new funds would have to be provided for Virginia's highways.

And before adjourning in the early hours of March 13, members of the General Assembly had met the Governor's challenge; they had created new sources of revenue expected to produce about $63.4 million in the 1966-68 biennium, and had assured continuance of the state's major highway development program.

Part of the additional funds will be derived from a 2 per cent motor vehicle sales and use tax, which will become effective September 1. The rest will be provided by transferring state police costs from highway revenue, which traditionally has paid the bill, to the state government's general fund.

Few Governors had spoken more urgently of the need for more, better highways.

And few sessions of the General Assembly had written such a distinguished record for the cause of better roads.

Together—the Governor and the legislators—they had recognized the importance of modern highways to the total life of Virginia.

So had the fourth grader in Prince William, a lad not even old enough yet to think about driving a car himself. And so had his teacher and classmates, and countless others like them. And so, increasingly, have most Virginians. They have now seen—and found agreeable—major sections of interstate and arterial roads.

Observers say that the action of the General Assembly in 1966, besides representing response to the Governor's challenge and to the members' own concern, also reflected the thinking of citizens generally.

It is an interesting bit of coincidence that this Assembly action came exactly 60 years after the Legislature had first established a state highway program.

Late in the 19th century, and early in this one, the public was finding that the common policy of local control in construction and maintenance of roads wasn't getting the job done.

A "good roads" convention met in Richmond in 1894, the first gathering of its kind in the Commonwealth. Similar conferences were held elsewhere around Virginia. Citizens wanted to get out of the mud, and they said so.

The 1906 session of the Legislature responded by establishing the first Highway Commission, to serve at first in an advisory role to the counties. And one day in July that same year, P. St. Julian Wilson and a handful of aides moved into two first floor offices in the Capitol building and set up shop for the commission.

Wilson was the first Commissioner. He was joined on the commission by three professors of engineering—one each from Virginia Military Institute, the University of Virginia and Virginia Polytechnic Institute. The professors served without pay in their part-time highway jobs.

For Wilson and his staff, there was an annual appropriation of $8,000, for salaries, supplies and other expenses. Wilson's staff included an assistant, George P. Coleman, who was later to become Commissioner; a chief clerk, a stenographer and a draftsman.

In 1908, the General Assembly first made state funds directly available for local roads, and, a decade later, the commission was expanded into a department and the Legislature established a 4,000-mile state highway system of main roads.

But this wasn't enough, and...
DO YOU KNOW?

92 per cent of intercity travel is by motor vehicle, and 89 per cent of all travelers use automobiles for out-of-town trips.

82 per cent of commuting workers use automobiles as their means of transport.

82 per cent of vacationers use their own cars for transportation.

78 per cent of all families own automobiles, and 23 per cent of these have more than one car.

57 per cent of the world’s passenger cars are in the United States.
Problems of congestion (top of facing page), whether urban or rural, are being resolved by Virginia's Department of Highways. Examples of some such solutions are shown in the completed highway construction (bottom of facing page) on Route 360 east of Amelia; a rest area, this one on Interstate 95 in Greensville county (top left); aerial view of Byrd Airport Interchange on Interstate 64 east of Richmond (top right); the interchange at Route 495 and Dulles Airport Road in Fairfax county (center) and secondary road construction (bottom photo) on Route 616 near Amelia.
in 1932 the state gave counties the opportunity to turn over to the department all of their public roads. Most did, and the state-maintained highway system quickly grew by 37,402 miles of secondary routes.

Today's network of some 50,000 miles is the nation's third largest system of state-maintained highways. The current highway construction program, bolder than anything of its kind undertaken before, began late in the 1950's, with establishment of the interstate system.

During World War II—and in the years before and after—there was a growing awareness in the nation of the need for a more modern, coordinated system of highways to provide safer, convenient cross-country motor travel. This led to the 41,000-mile interstate system, planned and built by the states, and coordinated by the Federal Bureau of Public Roads. Virginia's share is 1,056 miles.

But with her population increasing, with more people owning more cars, and with the growing need for industrial expansion, it soon became clear that for Virginia, even the interstate superhighways wouldn't be enough.

Problems facing the highway program became so significant that in 1962 the General Assembly established the Virginia Highway Study Commission, headed by Senator William F. Stone of Martinsville.

For this Commission's use, the Highway Department prepared a comprehensive report on its long-range needs, looking ahead to 1975 and, realistically, proposing only basic improvements on the primary, secondary and urban roads. The Legislature in 1964 provided some additional revenue for highways and, as another result of the Stone Commission, approved the development of the arterial network.

Under this plan, 1,738 miles of heavily traveled primary highways are being converted into four-lane, divided facilities. The idea is clear: to put a modern, divided highway within reach of most Virginians.

The 1964 revenue wasn't enough, and a team of highway engineers spent the spring of 1965 studying anew the state's road needs, and updating the report made for the Stone Commission.

Other factors made the situation more urgent.

Virginia's population, growing by 100,000 a year, was now expected to reach an estimated 5,350,000 by 1975. The number of motor vehicles owned by Virginians was increasing swiftly, approaching two million. Motor travel in the state in 1965 was going to exceed the 1962 figure by some two billion miles.

Highway Department administrators and engineers packaged all of these findings, and their recommendations, in a now widely distributed report entitled, "A Program of Highway Improvement: 1966-1975."

Commissioner Douglas B. Fugate, in talks to citizens' groups, legislators and newsmen, emphasized that these improvements must be made if Virginia is to possess even a tolerable road system in the mid-1970's.

The eight men who serve with Fugate on the Highway Commission—representing geographic sections of the state—endorsed the report, and urged its adoption.

The key conclusion: that the basic improvements would cost $329 million more during the nine-year period than the $2.6 billion expected from existing revenue sources.

Governor Harrison, a staunch supporter of the highway program throughout his administration, spoke of the needs in his final message to the Legislature on January 12, three days before his successor was to take office.

"It is hardly likely that serious debate will develop here on highway needs," Governor Harrison told the General Assembly. "Some may question whether the needs are critical, or the manner of distribution of funds, but I doubt that any member of this body would dispute the indispensability of an adequate system of roads to the continued growth and prosperity of the Commonwealth.

"We render only lip service to industrial development, our industry of tourism and our growing community and technical college system if we do not provide adequate highways," he said.

**Virginia's Highway Dollar 1966-67**

**Motor Vehicle Licenses**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Misc.</td>
<td>2c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor Vehicle Registration, Operators' Permit Fee</td>
<td>2c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor Vehicle Sales and Use Tax</td>
<td>6c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary, Secondary, Urban</td>
<td>7c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Grants (Require 50-50 Matching)</td>
<td>3c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interstate Federal Grants (Require 90-10 Matching)</td>
<td>29c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HERE'S WHERE IT COMES FROM...**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance</td>
<td>16c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support of other State Agencies</td>
<td>5c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Payments To Municipalities</td>
<td>4c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two Counties Not In Secondary System</td>
<td>4c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration General Expenses, Capital Outlay</td>
<td>55c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...AND HERE'S WHERE IT GOES.

**Virginia Record**

Founded 1878
Governor Harrison urged additional funds for roads, and recommended adoption of the 2 per cent motor vehicle sales and use tax.

Then, a few days later, Virginia's new Governor—Mills E. Godwin, Jr.—was to speak along lines of similar urgency. And in the passing weeks, many assemblymen were likewise to speak eloquently of the importance of advancing Virginia's highway system.

The new money the Legislature provided is expected, on a continuing basis, to fill the $329 million gap outlined in the 1966-75 improvement program report.

Two days after the Legislature adjourned, Commissioner Fugate directed his engineering staff to begin immediately preparing bid advertisement schedules to include the first projects to be financed with the new funds.

Ten days after the adjournment, Fugate spoke to a luncheon meeting of the Lynchburg Chamber of Commerce. He said:

"Let me assure you now, as I assured the finance committees in the Senate and in the House of Delegates, that every dollar of this additional revenue will be put to work during the coming biennium. It will not stand idle, there will be no delays in converting the dollars into badly needed highway improvements.

"We have projects for which detailed plans have been drawn, and for which the necessary rights-of-way have been acquired—we needed only the funds to put them under contract, and we will be doing that swiftly, as the revenue becomes available in the months ahead."

He noted that the Legislature had authorized the Highway Commission to allocate the additional funds on the basis of need alone, thus permitting early emphasis on attaining the goals of the nine-year program. (Traditionally, much highway revenue has been—and still is—distributed by formulas based on such factors as area, population and road mileage.)

What, then, can Virginians expect in highway development during the next nine years?

* The interstate system has been scheduled for completion by 1972. However, President Johnson's highway legislation now before Congress would extend this into 1973, and many highway spokesmen believe the actual interstate completion will be even later, perhaps as late as 1975.

Among them is Virginia's Commissioner Fugate, who for months now has been forecasting the delays. The interstate's problem is a lack of suffi-
In his initial address to the General Assembly on January 17, 1966, Governor Mills E. Godwin, Jr. showed his awareness of the importance of the Commonwealth's highways when he said, "They are Virginia's lifelines."

cient federal funds, which finance 90 per cent of the system's costs. The states provide the other 10 per cent.

Some states, including Virginia, have used the interstate money as quickly as it has become available—and have more projects waiting. Since the original assumption was that the federal funds would be allotted to the states as needed, the current situation has caused Virginia and several other states to delay some interstate construction, a situation they aren't particularly pleased about.

Currently, 460 of Virginia's 1,056 interstate miles have been completed and are in use. In addition, about 160 miles are under construction, much of it tentatively slated to be opened during 1966, and some 200 miles are ready to be put under construction as federal funds become available. The rest is in planning or right-of-way acquisition stages.

* The arterial network is well under way, and, with the funds provided by the 1966 Legislature, is on schedule toward completion in 1975. Work is finished on some 500 miles, including sections of roads that met arterial standards when the network was established.

Arterial roads will largely lack the controlled access features of the interstate system, although such features may be included in some urban bypasses.

The arterial network will supplement the interstate roads and extend the benefits of multi-lane, divided highways to nearly every Virginia community having a population of 3,500 or more.

The federal government's Appalachian program has hastened arterial development on U.S. Routes 23 and 460 in Southwestern Virginia, with the first of these projects being advertised for contractors' bids barely more than a month after the President signed the Appalachian aid bill last year. Under this program, the federal government is paying 70 per cent of construction costs, the states 30 per cent. Other arterial roads outside the Appalachian region are being built solely with state funds or with the normal 50-50 matching formula for primary roads.

While the arterial work is under way, efforts will be continued to update other primary highways to permit them to more adequately handle the growing traffic volumes, and to correct hazards which may have developed with this greater use.

* Secondary roads, totaling 41,600 miles, represent four-fifths of Virginia's highway mileage. Once they were chiefly farm-to-market roads. Now they're serving expanded industry. And they're serving the fast-growing suburbs of many urban areas.

In 1946, vehicles traveled 2,205,524 miles on secondary roads. Last year, they traveled 7,128,285 miles.

These higher traffic volumes naturally have caused higher maintenance costs, along with the need for straighter, smoother and wider roads, and wider, stronger bridges.

The Highway Department's goals for the secondary system are to achieve the following improvements:

1. A hard surface of width and strength adequate for the traffic volumes served on roads used by 50 or more vehicles a day;

2. An all-weather stone or gravel surface on all roads used by between 10 and 50 vehicles daily;

3. A light stone or gravel surface on all roads carrying less than 10 vehicles daily, and,

4. Bringing all bridges of less than 10-ton capacity up to standard.

* At least 55 per cent of Virginia's citizens now live in urban areas. Besides being increasingly the centers of population, these areas also are the centers of commerce, industry, culture and education.

Most urban dwellers don't have to be told about their growing traffic problems. They get involved in those problems almost daily.

The nine-year improvement pro-

(Continued on page 31)
There are as many kinds of concrete today as there are uses for this versatile material. From soaring shell roofs to driveways, each type of construction calls for a particular mixture designed for the job. The building industry counts on ready-mix producers to provide the high quality concrete needed ... a precision mix for the job every time. This year, more than 150,000,000 cubic yards of concrete will be delivered to America's building sites. Ready-mix producers, as well as all users of concrete, receive valuable help from PCA. Technical information, up-to-date research data and quality control methods developed by PCA are provided free of charge through 38 field offices in the U.S. and Canada.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION 1508 Willow Lawn Drive, Richmond, Va. 23220
An organization to improve and extend the uses of portland cement and concrete
THE GENERAL CRUSHED STONE CO.

Crushed Stone — Railroad Ballast — Rip Rap

Phone Gum Tree 227-3373
DOSWELL, VIRGINIA

M. J. GROVE LIME COMPANY
A Division of the Flintkote Company

Lime Kiln, Maryland

Manufacturers of
Lime, Crushed Stone, Pulverized Limestone

Main Office—Lime Kiln, Maryland
Plants: Frederick, Maryland—Stephens City, Virginia—Middletown, Virginia

Robertson-Fowler Company, Inc.

Heavy and Highway Construction

Phone 389-9893
SALEM, VIRGINIA
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Founded 1878
Unbeknown to hundreds of new residents of the rapidly expanding Bon Air area, near Richmond, are well defined traces of one of the most historic trails wrested from the wilderness by some of the early pioneers who settled Virginia.

It was carved through the forest by the persecuted French Huguenots who first settled at Manakin in 1702 on the south side of the James River and later on the north side of the stream at Dover, or what we know today as Sabot.

Legends, supported by historical facts, made this trail and the stories surrounding it a fascinating adventure in research and speculation upon which the writer recently embarked, quite by chance. The adventure began this way:

Not long ago out of a wooded area between Buford Road and Burrough Street in Bon Air walked a young man, Fred Jurgens, whom we had known since he was a child. He is a member of a family long identified with old Bon Air. He had heard that the writer was now residing on the east side of Burrough Street, and had come to show me the path through the woods to his home and that of his mother, Mrs. Fred Jurgens.

So as we were leisurely walking along the path to his home, Fred stopped suddenly and volunteered the information that we were about to cross what was left of a section of the trail over which the Huguenots had brought their corn to be ground at a mill. But more anon about that mill and its possible location.

Not only had Fred traced the often faint marks of the trail through the woods behind his home, but from James River at Boshers Dam in a southeasterly direction to where it crossed what is now U. S. Route 60 and a short distance east of State Police Headquarters to where it probably connected with Warwick Road as it exists today; meanwhile passing through or near the present site of Beaufont Springs.

In addition to his various explorations through woods and hollows to trace the trail, there has come down to him via the memories of old residents, the story of the Huguenots fording the James at what is now Boshers Dam (built in 1795) to bring their grain to a mill (2). This apparently meant that it was those Huguenots who settled on the north side of the James who had carved and trod this trail. But this assumption bears close inspection, as will be developed later.

Fred Jurgens (at extreme left) points to a section of the Huguenot Trail still visible in the wooded area between Buford Road and Burrough Street in Bon Air.

Now let’s turn to some historical facts with an invitation that the readers of this article join with the writer in his attempt to sift facts from traditions.

The first facts to be borne in mind are (1) Chesterfield County was formed from Henrico County or Shire in 1749; (2) Goochland was formed from Henrico in 1728 and Powhatan from Cumberland in 1777. Before our adventure is over we shall have rambled through these counties as they exist today.

Reams have been written on the Huguenot settlements in Virginia and the geneologies of their descendents, so we will not tire the reader with any lengthy repetition on this score. However, it is pertinent to what we are trying to establish to note that, according to the eminent historian R. A. Brock, 200 or more of these French refugees, out of some 500, landed in Virginia, “settled at a spot twenty miles above Richmond on the south side of the James River” (now in Powhatan County) where ten thousand acres of land which had been occupied by the Manakin tribe of Indians were given them.”

James L. Buggs, Assistant Professor of History, University of Missouri, in an extensive article on “The French Hu-
CORSON & GRUMAN COMPANY
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guenot Frontier Settlement of Manakin Town” (Virginia Magazine of History and Biography, Vol. 6—Oct. 1953) writes with respect to the settlers that they were put to work “clearing underbrush, patching the decaying Indian huts and building crude shacks, and cutting a rough road through twenty miles of forest to a mill on Falling Creek owned by William Byrd.”

Also, Professor Buggs notes—“William Byrd, already chief patron of the village, appealed to his neighbors in the surrounding counties for money and supplies and opened his own mill and storehouse to the French.”

Returning to Historian Brock, we find in his volume “Documents Chiefly Unpublished Relating to the Emigration and Settlement of Manakin Town” (published in 1886) a “List of the Refugees who are to receive of Ye Miller of Falling Creek Mill one Bushel a Head of Indian Meale monthly as settled at or about King Williams Town to begin 1700 (1701).” (There is no explanation of the location of the King Williams Town, but it is of record that the House of Burgesses passed an act, dated Dec. 5, 1700, creating King Williams Parish, a religious subdivision for the Manakin settlers. The town was probably confused with Manakin.

Again consulting Brock, he reveals that upon this creek (Falling Creek) in 1619, was erected the first iron furnace in America and operations were suspended by the Indian Massacre of March 22, 1622. Also, that on April 20, 1687, Colonel William Byrd obtained a grant of 1,800 acres within the limits of which included the site of the ill-fated Iron Works, and on October 29, 1690, he also obtained a grant of 5,644 acres contiguous thereto. “It is not known if he or his son” writes Brock, “revived the iron works. A grist mill now owned by H. Carrington Watkins (1886 date of Brock publication) located opposite the site of the iron works of 1619, in all probability occupied the site of the mill William Byrd referred to in the text.” (see reference ahead)

Both Brock and Buggs, in their articles on Manakin, carry excerpts from a report by William Byrd of his visit to the town on May 10-11, 1701, in which Byrd relates that about seventy of the French refugees' huts were visited, being most of them very mean; that forty of them were between “ye two creeks,” about four miles along the river. They had cleared all the old Monican fields for nearly three miles along the river. They had cleared all the old Monican fields for nearly three miles along the river, and also some others “that came hither last February have cleared new ground toward Lower Creek.”

Byrd further reported on some twenty
families settled four to five miles below Lower Creek, who had cleared small plantations. But few had broken their grounds. Byrd and his party returned along "the new Road I had caused to be marked, which is extra ordinary Levell and dry and leads either to the Fall or the mill. A very good, well beaten path for carts."

In addition, Professor Buggs writes that in the latter part of February, 1701, "Byrd was distributing corn from his mill on Falling Creek, and supplies from his storehouse at the falls. Each Manakin citizen shared equally in the distribution."

So far, it has been established historically that Colonel William Byrd had a mill somewhere on Falling Creek in the then County of Henrico; that Falling Creek is south of the James River, and today it is in the present County of Chesterfield, which was cut off from Henrico in 1749; further, that the Manakin Town acreage mentioned as settled by the Huguenots in 1702, was on the south side of the James River, then in Henrico County, and the site of it today is in Powhatan County.

On this score, examination of a map of Powhatan County made by two VMI Cadets, M. B. Hardin and L. W. Reeds, dated 1858, shows (1) Manakin Town as located very near the present western line of Chesterfield County; (2) It was on Lower Creek; and (3) close to the south shore of the James River, and just east of Sabot Island. But what is highly significant to this investigation, as to the authenticity of the Bon Air Trail, lies in the fact that the headwaters or watershed of Falling Creek is not shown on this map, which is in voluminous detail; and that is a point to bear in mind as our investigation continues in an effort to substantiate the Bon Air legend with historical facts.

There has been no mention by the authorities consulted up to this point, of a settlement by the Huguenots on the north side of the James River. But there was, and to this day is, evidence of a Manakin Town, or part of it, just east of Sabot, on U. S. Route 6 in Goochland County, and its location is definitely marked on the Virginia Highway map.

So let's cross the river and make a tour by means of "The Story of Goochland County" by the late Richard C. Wight, whom it was this writer's pleasure to have known and admired for his accuracy in historical matters.

Mr. Wight records that the refugees were granted 5,000 acres on the south side of the James River, which they named Calais in memory of their native land, and an equal grant on the north
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side of the James, which they named Dover, in keeping with the respective positions of the European places.

"The northern grant" according to Wight, was never formally "utilized, although some of the first homes were located there, and the Dover neighborhood comes to us today as Dover Mines, Bend Over, Little Dover and 'Dover'."

In describing the various landmarks along U. S. Route 6, this historian wrote, "We now come to the straggling village of Manakin, the ancient Monacan of the Indians. The village banks in innocuous disquietude. There stood on the hill south of the village an old log cabin, which my father pointed out to us as being the last of the original Huguenot houses." (Incidentally, Wight noted that his home was on the Dover Mills property at the present Sabot).

One is at some loss to understand why Mr. Wight wrote that the Manakin of the north side of the river "was never formally utilized," as this statement differs with those of other authorities.

For example, Carl R. Brown, writing in the Virginia Geological Survey Bulletin 43, County Series No. 1, in which is outlined the geological and mineral resources of Goochland County, refers to the early Huguenot settlers who "established communities on both the north and south side of James River in the vicinity of Manakin."

Filed with this survey is a map on which is located "Little Byrd Creek" and "Byrd Creek" in the western section of Goochland, and "Little Byrd Creek" is shown flowing into the James River near Elk Hill.

With respect to the maps used as a help in this research adventure, there were several consulted in the archives of the Virginia State Library. For example, there was the "Fry-Jefferson Map" dated 1751, which reveals that from Dover (in Goochland) to where Falling Creek empties into the James, it is 20 miles as-the-crow-flies, and from Westham, 10 miles plus or minus by the same measurement. It shows Manakin Town on the south side of the James.

A map of Goochland County (1820) records a Manakin Town Ferry Road just below Sabot Island on both sides of the river, and a "River Road" from the Courthouse (Goochland) to Tuckahoe Bridge (Henrico County).

J. E. LaPrade's 1888 map shows in dotted lines what appears to be a trail, running from the south through Bon Air to River Road and thence northerly to James River, which closely approximates the location of the trail as pointed out to the writer by Mr. Jurgens.

Further, a map of Henrico County dated 1916, made by T. Crawford Redd
Brothers, locates Manakin, and a Ferry at Vinita—which leads to Huguenot Springs—in Powhatan County on the south side of the James.

On all maps studied—and in two brochures on Chesterfield County's history, there are the names galore of mills past and present, but no location shown of Byrd's Mill on Falling Creek or on any other creeks in the counties covered in this investigation.

With these data above, written by historians of eminence, and the maps consulted before us; the physical evidence of a trail traversing not only the woods between Buford Road and Burrough Street, but toward the James River on the north and Falling Creek on the south, plus the memories of old-time Bon Air residents of impeccable character—what conclusions can we arrive at?

First: There were apparently two Manakin Town settlements, one on the south side of James River (in what is now Powhatan County), the other on the north side of the river (in what is now Goochland County), with more attention paid by historians to the former main settlement;

Second: But on the map showing the main settlement on the south side, (made by the VMI Cadets referred to earlier) no Falling Creek is shown—evidence that it did not rise in this section;

Third: On the maps, both ancient and otherwise, of Chesterfield County—Falling Creek is definitely recorded, and where it develops its greatest volume of water is seen south west of Bon Air and attested by the location of former mill-sites, also the location of the first iron furnace, plus the record of William Byrd patents on Falling Creek—including the iron furnace site—and . . .

Fourth: The record that the Huguenot pioneers cut "a rough road through 20 miles of forest to a mill on Falling Creek owned by William Byrd" (its meanderings not recorded) from Dover to Falling Creek.

Here in all fairness, and with no desire on the part of the writer to be prejudiced in favor of some apparent evidence that tends to support the trail having been cut through what is now Bon Air, by those settlers from the north Manakin settlement, the fact that no bearings or meanderings of the trail were given—it could have been carved out of the wilderness from the main settlement on the south side of the James.

However, based upon the conclusions enumerated above, in turn based upon the historical data and map data embraced in this article, it seems logical the Bon Air trail "Legend" appears to be substantiated, there being no definite rebuttal data discovered in this research evidence to the contrary notwithstanding.

What say ye, readers?
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VIRGINIA RECORD
A.G.C. --- Panorama '66

Under the leadership of President Joseph G. Howe, Jr., the Virginia Branch—A.G.C. took several great leaps forward during his tenure of office which began July 1, 1965 and winds up June 30, 1966.

A sound advocate of communicating with his fellow members, President Howe launched a number of industry "firsts," each designed to bring recognition to the construction industry, and each deliberately planned to solidify the ranks of general contractors in Virginia.

In the area of public relations, he encouraged wide distribution of an industry film entitled *The General With the Cockeyed Id*, a film which depicts today's contractor as "a breed of men upon whose shoulders lies the responsibility for building our freeways, bridges, tunnels, shopping centers, office buildings, factories, schools, theatres . . . the endless array of structures that mark the march of 20th century progress." This same film projects a general contractor "... like a general with an army of skilled workers at his command, he directs and coordinates the great construction projects that 'build skylines to match mountains . . . pave the way of the future . . . challenge space itself.'"

To date, *The General With the Cockeyed Id* has had over 500 viewings in Virginia, mostly in theatres and elementary schools. It is expected that within the next two years, the film will be seen by more than five million Americans.

Nationwide, the A.G.C. has been a pioneer in formulating disaster relief programs, with emphasis on the utilization of heavy construction equipment so vital in the event of mass destruction caused by tidal waves, cave-ins, earthquakes, landslides, etc. Here in Virginia, President Howe was at the helm of the Virginia Branch—A.G.C. when PLAN BULLDOZER was officially adopted by the membership. The eight-page brochure distributed by the A.G.C. describes PLAN BULLDOZER as a "program for disaster relief and control in the State of Virginia." It provides for the emergency use of construction equipment and manpower for the restoration of community life to a level as near to normal as possible. PLAN BULLDOZER will be presented to the Governor of Virginia in its final form within the next sixty days, with President Howe as the spokesman for the A.G.C.

Joe Howe also directed the A.G.C. through an active period of "safety consciousness," seeing that members were constantly reminded of the important role management has in guaranteeing the safety of its employees. Virginia was the forerunner in using a safety course entitled *Safety Training Course for Construction Supervisors*, the first course having been held in Norfolk in 1964. On May 26th, in Waynesboro, a graduation dinner ceremony was held, marking the successful completion of the third seven-week safety course held in Virginia since the programs' inception two years ago. Nationwide, approximately 6,049 construction employees have completed the course.

Contractors in Virginia have taken a new look at their role in politics, on a local, state and national level. As an example, President Howe led a delegation to Washington, D.C. earlier this year, for a Congressional Breakfast with Virginia's ten Congressmen and two Senators. This was the advent of an active role in influencing congressional delegates in Washington, reminding them of the tremendous role construction plays in the economy of the nation. Mr. Howe repeatedly used the example when talking on Capital Hill that construction represents 15% of the Gross National Product, the largest single segment of the GNP.
On the national scene, the Virginia Branch-A.G.C. was vociferous in its opposition to repeal of Section 14(b) of the Taft-Hartley Labor Act. This repeal would have wiped out our cherished “right-to-work laws” in Virginia, and through the dramatic leadership of United States Senator Everett Dirksen, proponents of right-to-work laws were victorious. By way of acknowledging Senator Dirksen’s historic Senate filibuster (better known as an “extended debate”) over 14(b), he was the keynote speaker at the recent (March 13-17—Washington, D.C.) National A.G.C. Convention at the Washington Hilton. The Senator’s impressive address was pre­ceded by a thought-provoking talk by architect Dr. Constantinos Doxiadis who gave convention-goers a peek at the cities of tomorrow. His theory is that “...we have to create new cities, new systems of transportation... and we need a ‘new’ general contractor to build them.” He declared that “innovations” were the only answer to construction expansion being projected for the next twenty years.

Apprentice training and development of technical manpower for the construction industry plays a day-to-day role in the inner-workings of the Virginia Branch-A.G.C. An expanding economy, inflation, low unemployment and military investment have brought about a drastic shortage of competent young men and women entering into construction. As a result, new techniques will become an everyday occurrence to general contractors. The newly-created State Board for Community Colleges will be of major benefit to the growing and dynamic construction industry, being a source of prime talent. In fact, at the forthcoming mid-year convention of the Virginia Branch (The Homestead—Hot Springs, Virginia—July 27-30), the director of the Community Colleges program, Dr. Dana B. Hamel, will be a featured speaker.

The recent 1966 session of the Virginia General Assembly was a very busy one for the A.G.C. Legislative Committee. Attempting to scrutinize over two thousand bills and resolutions is a mountainous task, but one which President Howe approached with enthusiasm. With his guidance, the construction industry derived countless pieces of beneficial state legislation, and was put on guard against that legislation which would have hamstrung or even paralyzed many projects throughout the state.

As President of the Virginia Branch, President Howe is an ex-officio member of its fifteen committees, and his presence was felt by all of the groups who met throughout the year. As an example of inter-industry cooperation the Virginia Branch is particularly proud of the work being done by the AGC-APWA (American Public Works Association) and the AGC-AIA-VSPE (American Institute of Architects and the Virginia Society of Professional Engineers). These joint committees act as a cohesive agent between the respective groups, bringing about a spirit of understanding and cooperation that would be relatively impossible if the organizations were left to their own devices.

The A.G.C.—PANORAMA ’66 story would not be complete without specific reference to the grass roots level where the real work takes place. Each member of the A.G.C. is pledged to support the Code of Ethics which emphasizes “Skill, Integrity, Responsibility.” This is an ever-present task, and one which President Howe approached with enthusiasm. With his guidance, the construction industry derived countless pieces of beneficial state legislation, and was put on guard against that legislation which would have hamstrung or even paralyzed many projects throughout the state.

As President of the Virginia Branch, President Howe is an ex-officio member of its fifteen committees, and his presence was felt by all of the groups who met throughout the year. As an example of inter-industry cooperation the Virginia Branch is particularly proud of the work being done by the AGC-APWA (American Public Works Association) and the AGC-AIA-VSPE (American Institute of Architects and the Virginia Society of Professional Engineers). These joint committees act as a cohesive agent between the respective groups, bringing about a spirit of understanding and cooperation that would be relatively impossible if the organizations were left to their own devices.

The A.G.C.—PANORAMA ’66 story would not be complete without specific reference to the grass roots level where the real work takes place. Each member of the A.G.C. is pledged to support the Code of Ethics which emphasizes “Skill, Integrity, Responsibility.” This is an ever-present task, and one which takes priority in the minds of A.G.C. members. The Virginia Branch is divided into seven Districts, each with its own set of officers. Through these seven Districts the Virginia Branch—A.G.C. functions as a statewide organization, bearing in mind the local problems that are unique in a particular area.

The Associated General Contractors of America has as its inspiration the knowledge that America’s skyline will be enhanced through the skills, art, talent, sweat and brainpower of its members, wherever they may be. Here in Virginia, the A.G.C. accepts its responsible role in building Virginia. We constantly look to our elected leaders, such as President Joseph G. Howe, Jr., for inspiration and guidance. He represents today’s modern builder, with an abundance of skill, integrity and responsibility.

Joseph G. Howe, Jr., of the executive staff of Basic Construction Company, Newport News, is president of the Virginia Branch, Associated General Contractors of America, Inc., a 270-member association. Howe, a native of Wilmington, North Carolina, received his Bachelor of Science degree in Civil Engineering from the Citadel, Charleston, South Carolina in 1949, and his Master of Science degree in Civil Engineering from the University of Virginia in 1952. He is a veteran of World War II, where he served in the European Theater of Operations. Before joining Basic Construction Company in 1964, he was vice-president of Ivy Construction Corporation of Charlottesville.
The striking circular design of the Rotunda is a first for Norfolk, adding architectural stature to the growing new Norfolk. Rising seven stories skyward on St. Paul's Boulevard in downtown Norfolk, the unusual structure is within walking distance of Norfolk's governmental headquarters, banking facilities, shopping areas, restaurants and business districts.

Radiating out from the central core of the Rotunda are the functional, adaptable office spaces—each with its own atmosphere and temperature controls. Acoustical ceilings and sound resistive dry wall construction are additional features of the offices and each area opens up to afford a panoramic view of the city.

Within the compact central core are the service rooms and mechanical equipment of the building. Stairways and high speed elevators are housed here and encircling the core on each floor are modern hallways and accesses to each office.

A further convenience feature of the Rotunda is the free, on-site 100-250 car parking facility for the use of tenants and clients.

Founded 1878
THE FRONT, TWO-STORY WING of this building, will be utilized to house faculty offices and meeting rooms. This portion of the building is connected to the large one-story portion by two fully glass-walled passageways which open upon a beautiful courtyard.

The one-story portion of the building will not only house one of the most modern cafeterias in Virginia, but also such conveniences as a complete barber shop, snack bar and ten-table billiards room. A tremendous book room with reading area facilities rounds out the academic qualities of this project.

Construction details include an exterior of masonry and stone with built up metal roof and aluminum windows and wall sections. The interior of the building is beautifully finished. Floor materials including concrete, terrazzo, and soft tile with many bright carpets, accent the modern furnishings.

There are private dining and meeting rooms for faculty functions. In the over-all campus layout, the Student Center will be the hub of all the buildings, and a most handsome one, at that.

On March 28, 1966, it was announced that this building is to be named “The Lewis Webb College Center” in honor of the college’s esteemed President.
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In Virginia, more and more, A stands for ARTERIAL. And ARTERIAL means—
* Four-lane, divided highways
* Greater safety, fewer accidents
* Added comfort, and savings in motorists' time and operating costs
* By-passes of congested urban communities
* Boost to the State's growing economy

A Department of Highways design engineer, hard at work on new roadways for Virginians. Safety plays an important role in the design plans.

gram provides for the expenditure of $382 million on urban projects, including $182 million for at least a beginning on urban expressways. Eventually, these facilities—which may cost several million dollars a mile to build—will total several hundred millions.

Highway engineers looking to the future, beyond the interstate and arterial roads, have no difficulty pinpointing the urban needs as the next massive road-building task.

A considerable amount of urban relief will be provided by the interstate and arterial roads themselves. Interstate spurs, for example, already are helping the flow of local traffic in the Norfolk, Roanoke and Bristol areas. An interstate beltway around Washington has brought immense benefits to Northern Virginia traffic movement. A partial beltway will be built in the Richmond area in the interstate program. Arterial projects will help in many communities, but even all of this won't be enough.

Studies are under way to develop other solutions.

Four years ago, Congress enacted (Please turn the page)
federal legislation requiring a cooperative, continuing transportation planning process for urbanized areas having a central city of more than 50,000 population, in order for projects in these areas to qualify for federal aid. There are six such areas in Virginia.

Basic studies in two of the areas have been completed. These are the Roanoke region, which includes the City of Roanoke, the towns of Salem and Vinton, and the counties of Roanoke and Botetourt, and the Southeastern region, which includes the Cities of Norfolk, Portsmouth, Virginia Beach, Chesapeake and Suffolk, and Nansemond County.

The other four studies are under way. They cover the Lower Peninsula region, including Newport News, Hampton, Williamsburg and Poquoson, and York and James City Counties; the Richmond region, including the City of Richmond and Henrico and Chesterfield Counties; the Lynchburg region, embracing that city and parts of Amherst, Bedford and Campbell Counties, and the Northern Virginia region of Alexandria, Falls Church and Fairfax Cities, the counties of Arlington, Fairfax, Prince William and Loudoun, and the towns of Vienna, Manassas Park and Manassas. This sprawling Northern Virginia region is being studied as part of the National Capital Regional Area, which also includes Washington and suburban Maryland.

These studies, broader than any ever undertaken before in most urban centers, involve the preparation of land use plans that envision where people will live, work and play, forecasts of travel demands, and, finally, an analysis of transportation facilities which would most satisfactorily serve the areas.

Because four of these studies are still going on, the Virginia Advisory Legislative Council was directed by the General Assembly this year to continue a survey which began two years ago of urban streets and highways. The VALC report, scheduled now for completion late in 1967, is certain to be an important factor in molding plans for urban traffic improvements.

The VALC suggested the extension of its work, saying that the regional studies would permit it to draw more definite conclusions as to the needs, allocation and distribution of funds and the division of funds between the various levels of government.

The urban needs aren't unique to Virginia. Growing traffic volumes are troubling most of the nation's cities. Highway officials generally, including Virginia's Fugate, believe that the chief answer will come in a major federal aid program after the interstate system has been completed.

The states are assisting federal authorities in preparing proposals for an "after-interstate" program. Proposals may call for some extensions of the interstate system, but the emphasis is certain to be on the cities, and their suburbs.
...and about April

Editor,
Virginia Record

Dear Mr. Dowdey:

The directory of Virginia officials for 1966 is an excellent and useful document. The Virginia Record is to be congratulated on this strong element in its continuing, thoughtful service to Virginia.

The reference to the Virginia Institute of Marine Science is slightly misleading and incomplete. The official name of the agency as established by law is The Virginia Institute of Marine Science rather than the Board of Administration of the Virginia Institute of Marine Science. The Director is, and Secretary to the Board is, Dr. William J. Hargis, Jr. Inasmuch as VIMS is considered to be a separate state agency as is VARC, I would imagine that the Director's name could also appear in the list of officers of the State Government as presented on page 8.

Should there be any additional information that we can provide, please do not hesitate to write to the Administrative Offices of VIMS at Gloucester Point.
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To Virginia Record

Gentlemen:

Just for the "Record". Your April 1966 listing of Newport News officials listed as Treasurer J. J. Patterson. Please be advised that your source of information is incorrect. Mr. Patterson is one of my deputies and has never been Treasurer. I trust you will correct your records accordingly.

Sincerely,
C. B. Covington, Jr.
Treasurer
City of Newport News

.editor,
Virginia Record

Dear Mr. Dowdey:

On looking over your Virginia Officials Directory I notice that the fact Warren County has a library has been omitted. I hope this will be corrected in your next directory. If your source of information was local, which I presume it was, it is most embarrassing!

Your magazine has many useful articles, we are happy to have it.

Sincerely yours,
Eleanor Norton, Librarian
Samuels Library
Front Royal

Editor,
Virginia Record

To Virginia Record

Gentlemen:

Please accept our invitation to visit VIMS, which is now the third or fourth largest marine research and educational center on the East Coast, and the largest state-supported one (Virginia has been a leader in this regard), at some time in the near future.

With thanks for your interest, I am

Sincerely yours,
William J. Hargis, Jr., Ph.D.
Director
Virginia Institute of Marine Science
Gloucester Point
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"Patrimony..."
(Continued from page 5)

definition, “involvement”: one is involved in anything to which he is committed. In the old Christian sense, total involvement with his religious faith made one a “witness” of that faith. An archaic meaning of “witness” is “one who gives testimony by act or sufferance of fidelity to Christ.” In our time, “witness” more loosely suggested involvement with his religious faith committed. In the old Christian sense, total commitment to God.

Out of this meaning, it is no more than grandiloquent nonsense to state that Americans have, in shifting from the ancient faiths, become witnesses to the eradication of the evil and inequality that beset the world. But it is extremely dangerous nonsense if it serves to dull the consciences of a people who are, in point of fact, witnesses to the erosion of the individual’s personal responsibility by the forces of a centralized state. They are very apathetic witnesses, in the legal rather than the old religious sense, to the substitution of—what Max Weber called— "The ethics of ultimate responsibility" for "the ethics of ultimate ends" for "the ethics of responsibility."

They are also witnesses to the assault on a people’s sense of relationship with the continuing past. Of the necessity of this relationship to confirm the individual, Northern essayist Edmund Wilson wrote: “the style of integrity developed by his civilization is, as Erik Erikson says, ‘the patrimony of his soul...’” Since Professor Erikson is a European teaching psychology at Harvard, and a deeply “involved” writer on individual responsibility, his term, “patrimony of the soul,” reveals a concern for the type of continuity usually associated with the South: that, like Edmund Wilson who quoted him, is about as non-Southern as possible in his outlook. It is the break in the whole American continuity which the ex-Christians are witnessing while, according to Time, committing themselves to the eradication of evil and inequality in the world.

Aside from the civil rights laws un­wisely rushed through and unrealistically administered (accompanied by the distant hosannas of the uninvolved), it would be difficult to discover what evils and inequality are being eradicated. A number of surface social evils could be alleviated if several of President Johnson’s quickie remedies had been approached sensibly and un hurriedly as long-range projects. But his remedies have been putting a mustard plaster here, a leech there, a little laudanum for the pain, a pink pill for the morale, while the victim is dying of internal disorders which qualified diagnosticians might have discovered and prescribed a treatment for over a period of time. By now, it seems unlikely that many adults could take seriously the rush of remedies that “Doctor” Johnson insists upon applying helter-skelter in a great rush whether the patients want them or not.

As a matter of fact, “The Great Society” itself reflects the fundamental evil of our times in promoting the illusion that materialism, the things that money can buy, is a validation of a “great society.” A truly great society grows from its spirit; it grows organically, as any living thing, from the inside outward. “Greatness” is a value judgment that a society, like an individual, earns by being what it is. “By their fruits ye shall know them.”

Beginning with seeds in fertile soil, from roots growing into the trunk of a tree, fruits are borne from branches in season. To cut off a people from the patrimony of the soul is to cut off the branches from the roots. One could rush about hanging artificial apples and peaches and pears on leafless branches and calling the result “The Great Orchard.” This wouldn’t make much sense if the people really wanted fruit. But, assuming that Time reflects a national attitude, the people have lost their taste for the real thing.

It is not that the people today would believe “The Great Orchard” provided real fruits any more than they believe “The Great Society” provides real fruits for the spirit of man. But when the religious editor of a national magazine...
can proclaim, with a straight face, that Protestant faith now means, not the acceptance of an ancient confession, but “open” commitment to eradicating the evil of the world, obviously we are well on our way in self-delusion to where we “accept the word for the deed”—the label for the reality.

After “The Great Society,” the next administration can only be “The Greater Society,” and the one after that—if we survive—“The Greatest Society.” After that, the next president would have nothing left except “Paradise.” From there, of course, his successors could continue with “The Great Paradise” and so on. By that time the ex-Christians will believe anything they are told, as they swell with virtuous approbation of themselves as witnesses to the commitment of eradicating evil.

However, for those few of us vestigial relics of another kind of commitment, it is at the last hour—if, indeed, not already too late—to become witnesses to the transcendent spirit of the individual in its losing struggle to remain free of the tentacles of a bloodless state. Though nobody pays any attention to writers, the late C. Wright Mills did seem to point the way when he suggested the need of stating “the values involved and the threat to those values.” The awakening in us of “the felt threat to cherished values . . . is the necessary moral substance of all significant problems of social inquiry.” For ultimately it is the absence of “moral substance”—even more than the absence of intelligence—in the frenzied rush of uncoordinated social experimentation, that produces a mental climate in which the vaporous phrases in Time’s description of the religious experience can be offered as “the real thing.”

Clifford Dowdley
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A SHORT TIME AGO THIS
WAS A HOLE IN THE GROUND!

Tomorrow it may be the site of a residential development, an industrial park, a picnic or playground area. West Sand and Gravel, like its counterparts throughout the country, are turning previously unusable land into sites attractive for many purposes.

While there may be some inconvenience to the immediate area while sand and gravel are being mined, the return to the community in valuable taxable property and property that may provide additional jobs, we believe, offsets the temporary inconvenience.
Mr. Road Builder:

Have you considered all the advantages of Full-Depth Asphalt construction?

Modern technology shows that Full-Depth Asphalt construction is the newest, best and most economical pavement you can build. Full-Depth Asphalt pavement is the down-to-earth answer to all of your road and street problems with respect to serviceability, cost and efficiency.

Consider these advantages:

1. The versatility of Full-Depth Asphalt pavement permits construction tailor-made to the needs and conditions of any area.

2. Full-Depth Asphalt pavement is economical and quickly constructed.


4. Asphalt pavement stretches road-building dollars by making stage construction possible. Pavements can be strengthened in depth, and/or widened, as the need arises. Each successive layer, or stage, then becomes an integral part of the entire pavement structure and substantially increases its load-carrying capacity.

5. Snow melts faster on Asphalt pavement and surfaces are unharmed by snow- and ice-removal chemicals.

6. Full-Depth Asphalt pavement can be trenched and patched easily when sub-surface utility lines need repair.

7. Asphalt pavement provides greater safety. Skid resistance is higher, and there is greater visibility of striping and other traffic markings.

8. Asphalt pavement is smooth and continuous. There are no annoying joints and no dangerous summer blow-ups. Taken together, the facts add up to this: inch-for-inch and dollar-for-dollar, your best road and street investment is modern Full-Depth Asphalt pavement.

A SAFER SMOOTHER SURFACE ON A LONGER-LASTING BASE

DEEP-STRENGTH ASPHALT PAVEMENT

THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE
1901 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006